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Let q be a quadratic form over a field not of characteristic 2. Then the 
principal theorem of the general theory of orthogonal groups as given in 
Artin [I], Dieudonne [4], Eichler [5], and Tamagawa [12], says that if q 
represents zero nontrivially and the number of variables is greater than 2, 
then in most cases the commutator subgroup modulo center is simple. 
Klingenberg [!I] generalized this theory to the case of a quadratic form of 
unit discriminant over a local ring with the characteristic of the residue class 
field 22. James [6] extended these latter results by dropping the restriction 
on the characteristics of the residue class fields. Riehm [ll] generalized 
Klingenberg’s results to the ring of integers of a local field to the cases with 
nonunit discriminants. The present paper generalizes the results of Klingen- 
berg and Riehm to semilocal domains by dropping the assumption that the 
discriminant is a unit. 
Let 0 be a semilocal domain that contains 2 as a unit. Let L be a quadratic 
module with a canonical splitting in which each modular component is 
isotropic and has rank 25. We shall show that the orthogonal group O(L) 
of L has the congruence subgroups property, or more precisely: 
A subgroup of O(L) with order g is a normal subgroup of O(L) if and 
only if it is a congruence subgroup in the sense of tableau. 
We shall also prove the generations theorems of the congruence subgroups 
(Theorems 6.4, 6.5, and 7.10, and determine the quotient group of two con- 
gruence subgroups of the same order (Theorem 4.1)). 
1. BASIC PROPERTIES OF LATTICES 
Throughout this paper 0 will be a semilocal domain, i.e., a commutative 
Noetherian domain which has finitely many maximal ideals. We assume that 2 
is a unit in 0 and every residue class field of 0 contains more than three 
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elements. Let U be the multiplicative group of all units of 0 and let F be the 
quotient field of 0. If S is a nonempty subset of F, the fractional ideal 
generated by S is denoted by [SJ. If S = {u} we use [a] instead of [{a}]. If 
A and B are nonzero ideals, we define 
If A = [u] and B = [b] we use a: b instead of [u]: [b]. For any a in F we 
define 
[a]-’ = {b in F 1 ub is in O}. 
Clearly a: b = [UP] A 0 = b-l([u] n [b]) and (a: b) b = (6: u) a. 
A lattice L is a free O-module of finite rank, endowed with a nondegenerate 
symmetric bilinear form. Thus, there is a bilinear mapping of L x L into 0, 
denoted by (x, y) H xy, such that xy = yx for x and y in L and such that 
XL = 0 only for x = 0. The rank of L is denoted by dim L. 
Let s be an element of 0. A lattice L is called s-modular if there exists a 
basis {x1 ,..., x,> of L such that xiL = So for all i = l,..., rr. Ifs is a unit then 
an s-modular lattice is called unimodular. 
We say that the lattice L has a canonical splitting if there exists a nonempty 
finite subset S = {sl ,..., Q} of 0 with the following properties: 
$0 = $0 if and only if i =j. (1.1) 
il (s: Si) (S& s) = 0 
if and only if 
so = s,o for some i = l,..., t, 
(1.2) 
for any fixed j = l,..., t, 
& (v Si> ei: $1 s 0, 
(1.3) 
such that 
L =L, IL,1 .‘. IL, (orthogonal sum) (1.4) 
in which each component Li is s,-modular for i = l,..., t. If L has a canonical 
splitting it may not be unique. However we shall show that the quantities: 
t, si , and ni = dimL,, i = l,..., t, (1.5) 
are invariant of L. 
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Assumptions (1.2) and (1.3) are made mainly to assure the uniqueness of 
(1.5) in the canonical splitting. If  0 is a local domain or L is s-modular 
then (1.1) implies (1.2) and (1.3). 
I f  M is a nonempty subset of L, M” is its orthogonal complement (in L), 
i.e., M0 = {x in L 1 XM = 0}, and (M) is the submodule of L spanned by M. 
A submodule M of L is said to split L if L = M 1 N for some submodule N. 
It is easy to see that if L = M 1 N then N = MO. We call M an orthogonal 
component of L if it splits L. 
Let A be a nonzero ideal and M a submodule of L. We define 
Clearly MA is a sublattice of L with MAMA C A. If  M = J 1 K then 
M* = J* 1 K*. I f  MM C A then MA = M. I f  M is s-modular and A C SO 
then MA = (A: [s]) M. I f  A = So we use MS instead of MW 
I f  L has a canonical splitting (1.4) with invariants (1.5) then 
LA = 1 ([Q]: A) L, = 1 ((As;‘) n O)Li . (1.6) 
l&t 1<i<t 
A nonzero x in L is called isotropic if x2 = 0 and anisotropic otherwise. 
A lattice L is called isotropic if it contains an isotropic vector. x is called a 
maximal vector (in L) if x = ay with y  in L implies 01 is a unit. 
Let {Pi 1 j in J} be the set of all maximal ideals of 0 and let kj = O/Pj (for 
j in J) be the corresponding residue class field. We use - or rrj to denote the 
canonical homomorphism from 0 onto kj . Let L be a lattice. We define 
L(s, j) = LS/LSPj for s in 0 and j in J. We use the same notation - or nj to 
denote the canonically map from L” to L(s, j). We define canonically 
x+y=x+y,~.~=(Iwcand~~=s-r(xy)forx,yinL~andolinO.It 
can be shown that L(s, j) . 1s a quadratic space with the induced quadratic form 
over kj . I f  L has a canonical splitting (1.4) then L(si , j) = & I & 1 -*a J- et 
and ni < dim L(si , j)) < n. In fact, we will show that L(s, , j) = & for some j 
in J and ni = dim(L(si , j)). We denote L(si , j) by L(i,j). 
We define the dual of L to be 
L” = {x in FL 1 XL C O}. 
One can easily show that L# is a lattice and 
FL# = FL, L#” EL 
and 
(aL)# = a-lL+- 
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for any a in F. If L has a splitting L = J 1 K, then 
L#= J”lKiv-. 
Finally, it is easy to see that 
L>K=z-L#_CK# and (J + K)# = J” A K#. 
An automorphism u of L is called an isometry if (UX) (uy) = xy for all x 
and y in L. The orthogonal group of L, O(L), is the group of all isometries of 
L. We use the usual notation (a, p) for the commutator +-lap. We use 
Q(L) to denote the commutator subgroup of O(L). For any u in O(L), we use 
7rij(u) to denote the induced isometry of u on L(i, j). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let L be a lattice with a canonical splitting (1.4). Then the 
quantities t, si , and ni = dim Li for i = l,..., t of (1.5) are invariants of L, 
z.e., they are independent no matter which canonical splitting of L is used to 
calculate them. 
Proof. Let s in 0. By Lemma 1.6, LS = &i(t (s: si) LSi and Ls . LS = 
s(‘&, (s: s;) (si: s)). By (1.3), L8 . L8 = SO if and only if So = siO for some 
i = l,..., t. Hence the ideals [sJ,..., [st] and t are invariant. 
Now we show that ni = dimL, is invariant for i = l,..., t. By (1.3), for 
a fixed i there exists a maximal ideal P, that contains Cjzz (si: si) (So: sj). We 
consider L(i,p) = L’i/L ‘ipp with the induced quadratic form over K, . By (1.6), 
L8* = llsi(i (si: si) L, . For each j # i, (s$: ~j)’ si = s~((Q: si) (+: sJ) C Sip,, . 
Hence L(i, p) = Li(i, p) and dim Li = dim Li(i, p) is an invariant. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let M be a lattice over 0. Suppose for each orthogonal 
component N of M there exists x in N such that [x2] = xN. Then M has an 
orthogonal basis. 
Proof. Since M is its own orthogonal component, there exists x in M 
such that [x2] = xM. Let FM = Fx 1 V and let M’ = Ox 1 M n V. 
We claim that M = M’. It suffices to show that MC M’. Let z in M and 
write z = ax + y where cz is in F and y is in V. Since crx* = xz is in [x2], 01 
is in 0. Hence y = x - owe is in M n V. The result now follows from the 
induction on dim M. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.3. If 0 is a principal ideal domain then every lattice M has 
an orthogonal basis. 
Proof. It is easy to check that every lattice Mover a principal ideal domain 
satisfies Proposition 1.2. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 1.4. Suppose L is s-modular. Then 
L={xinFL~xLCsO}. 
Proof. Let M = {x inFL / XL C SO}. Since L is s-modular we have 
LL _C SO and so L C M. Conversely, consider an x in FL with XL C [s]. Then 
xL# = x(s-IL) C 0. 
Hence x is in Lip-# = L. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let M be an s-modular sublattice of L. Then M splits L if and 
only if ML = SO. 
Proof. I f  M splits L we have L = M J- N and ML = MM = SO. Con- 
versely, suppose ML = SO. Write FL = FM 1 N. We claim that 
L = M _L (L n N). It suffices to show that a typical x in L is also 
in M 1 (L n N). Write x = y  + z where y  is in FM and z is in FN. Then 
yM=xMCML=sO.ButyisinFM,yisinMbyLemma1.4.Sozisin 
L and we are done. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let M be a sublattice of L. Suppose M has a canonical splitting 
M==M,l..*_LM,,. 
Then M splits L if and only if Mi splits L for all i = l,..., r. 
Proof. I f  M splits L then it is obvious that each Mi does too. Conversely 
suppose L is split by each Mi . Write 
FL=FMIN. 
We claim that 
L=MINnL. 
To prove this it is enough to show that L = M + (N n L). So consider a 
typical x in L. For 1 < A < y  we write x = xA + yn with x, EM,, and 
y,, E MAo. Then 
for 1 < i < y. Hence 
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X- i x,ENnL. 
A=1 
Hence 
x = c XA + (x - 1 XA) 
is in M+ (NnL). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let L be a lattice with canonical splitting (1.4) and let M be a 
sublattice of L which splits L. Suppose M has a canonical splitting 
Then each component Mi is s,(i)-modular. 
Proof. Suppose there exists some i = l,..., y, such that Mi is s-modular 
for some s # sj for j = l,..., t. By (1.3), C$ (s: sj) (sj: s) $0, we may 
choose a maximal ideal PI, of 0 that contains xi=, (s: s3)(sj: s). By (1.3), 
Ls = ~I~i(t(~:~,) Lj. Hence Ls . Ls = &(s: Q2 si = ~(~~,~(s~:s)(s:s~))CsP~. 
Therefore, L(s, h) = LL/L *‘k = 0. On the other hand L = M 1 MO, 
L(s, h) = M(s, 12) 1 MO(s, h). 
Since Mi is s-modular, M(s, k) # 0. Thus L(s, k) # 0, which is a contra- 
diction. Hence the lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let L be a lattice with canonical splitting (1.4). Let x be a 
maximal vector in L that splits L. Then there exists an orthogonal basis of L that 
contains x as basic vector. 
Proof. Let M = (x) and write L = M 1 MO. By Lemma 1.7, we may 
assume [x2] = [sJ for some i = l,.. ., t. It is easy to see that L(i, j) = 
M(i,j) 1 MO(i,j) for all j in J. If na = 1 then it follows from Theorem 1.1 
and induction on t. If ni > 1 then MO(i,j) # 0 for all j in J. For each j in J 
there exists ,?$ in MO(s, j) such that zj2 # 0 in kj . We choose zi in (M”)‘r 
with canonical image si in MO(i, j). By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, 
there exists for each j in J an element di in 0 such that dj = 1 (mod Pj) and 
d,, = 0 (mod P,) for all TV # j. We consider z = xi-, dizj in L”i with 
~~(s;iz~) = rri(s;‘(C d,d,z,z,)) = ‘rrj(s;‘di2zi2) # 0 for all j in j. Hence s;?z2 
is a unit and [x2] = siO = xM”. By 1.2, (z) splits MO. Now the result follows 
from the induction on ni and t. Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 1.9. Let L be a lattice with canonical splitting (1.4). Let M be a 
sublattice that splits L. If M has an orthogonal basis (or a canonical splitting) 
then so does MO. 
Proof. Apply Lemmas 1.6, 1.7, and 1.8 and induction on dim M. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.10. Let L be a lattice with canonical splitting (1.4). Then L 
has an orthogonal basis. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 1.8 and induction on dim L. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.11. Let a and b be in 0 with a0 + b0 = 0. Then there exists a 
unit d in 0 such that a + bd is a unit. 
Proof, See [3: 1.111. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.12 (Nagayama). Let a be an element in 0 with a - b E R for 
some unit b. Then a is a unit (R = njEJPj). 
Proof. See [2: p. 851. 
LEMMA 1.13. b is a unit in 0 if and only ;f b is not in any maximal ideal 
of 0. 
Proof. Necessity is obvious. We will show the sufficiency. Let 
{Pj 1 j is in J} be the set of all maximal ideals of 0. For each j in 1, b is not 
in Pj; hence, there exists c5 in 0 such that bCj = 1 + d, where d, is in Pi . 
Set d = njEJ di = S + bc is in R for some c in 0. It follows from Lemma 
1.12 that bc = --6 + d is a unit. Thus b is a unit. 
Throughout the rest of the paper we shall be working with a lattice L that 
has a canonical splitting (1.4). Whenever the symbols t, si , ni appear, they 
will be the invariants of L given in (1.5) that satisfy (1. I), (1.2), and (1.3). We 
also assume that Li is an isotropic lattice with dim Li > 5. 
We use R to denote Jacobson’s radical of 0, i.e., R is the intersection of all 
maximal ideals of 0. We will abbreviate Chinese Remainder Theorem as 
C.R.T. 
We use J(i) to denote the set 
I I j E J 1 (s,: sg) (si: SW) c Pf u*l 1 
for i = l,..., t. It follows from 1.3 that J(i) # o for all i = l,..., t. 
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2. INVARIANT SUBLATTICES 
A sublattice M of L is called invariant if uM = M for all u in O(L). All 
such invariant sublattices have been determined complete in [A. We shall 
state some results in [7] for later references. 
A maximal vector x in L is called pure if it is in some orthogonal basis of L. 
A pure vector is called pure of type i (or i-pure) if XL = ~~0. It follows from 
1.2, 1.5, and 1.7 that a vector x is pure of type i if and only if [x2] = ~0 = XL. 
An isotropic vector is called pure of type i (or i-pure) if there exists an 
isotropic vector y such that [xy] = siO = XL + yL. Such a pair of vectors x 
and y is called an i-hyperbolic pair. A plane which is spanned by an i-hyper- 
bolic pair is called an i-hyperbolic plane. By 1.5, an i-hyperbolic plane 
splits L. 
If x is a pure vector of L, then the linear mapping TV which carries x to 
-x and is identity on (0x)0 is clearly in O(L); it is called the symmetry 
with respect to (0x)0. If x is pure of type i, 72 is called a symmetry of type i 
(or i-symmetry). As usual 
T,(Y) = Y - 2(XY) WF1 x 
for y in L. 
Let y be a maximal isotropic vector. Suppose that h in F and x in {y)” 
has been chosen so that for each x in L 
Ty, z,&) = x + XXY) 2 - &4 y - Bh2Z2(XY) y (2-l) 
is in L. Then Tu,Z,h is in O(L) and called a quasitransvection. If y is i-pure 
and z is j-pure then Tg,z,n is called an (i, j) quasitransvection (or pure quasi- 
transvection). If Ty,z,A is pure, then one can check that TV.,,, = 
7z-1~2wy7z and Ty.$.~ L CL if and only if h(yL + zL) C 0. 
We define 
O*(L) = {U E O(L) ] det(?ri,(o)) = 6$ in K, for all j in J(i) and i = I,..., t, 
where Si = &l} (2.2) 
and 
(2.3) 
Since the reduced isometry of a p-pure symmetry 7z in O(L(i, j)) is a sym- 
metry if TV = i and identity otherwise, so O*(L) contains all pure symmetries 
contained in O(L). Similarly, one can show that all the quasitransvections 
T y,z,A in O(L) are contained in O+(L). We will show that O*(L) is generated 
by all pure symmetries in O(L) and O+(L) is generated by all 7%~~ in O(L) 
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where X, y are pure of the same type. We will also see that O(L) = O*(L) if 
either 0 is a local domain or L is modular and O*(L) is a proper normal 
subgroup of O(L) otherwise. The above two results indicate that O(L) may 
not be generated by pure symmetries, i.e., the generalization of Cartan and 
Dieudonne theorem fails in this case. Our results in this section also general- 
izes the results of [8] in the case when 2 is a unit. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let k be a Jield of characteristic #2 and let V be a nondege- 
nerate isotropic quadratic space of dimension 23. Suppose x and y be two 
isotropic vectors in V. Then there exists an isotropic vector z in V such that 
that xz # 0 # yx. 
Proof. If xy # 0 then (x, y) splits V, there exists w in (x, y)” with 
wa = a # 0. Then z = x - a/2y + w is the required vector. Suppose 
xy = 0. Let Y be an isotropic vector with (x, u) splits V, Write y = ax + w 
where w is in (x, u)O. If a # 0 then we choose x = u. If a = 0 then there 
exists v in (x, u)’ such that v2 = 0 and yv # 0. Set z = u + v. Then 
x2 = 0 # (xx) (yx). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let x and y be two i-isotropic vectors in L. Then there exists 
i-isotropic vector x such that 
[xx] = [se] = [yx]. 
Proof. (1) For each j in J, the induced quadratic space & = LB*/Lpj8i s 
isotropic with dimension 25 over the residue class field kj . By 2.1, there 
exists zj in Lsj such that ,F+’ = 0 and 5.j # 0 # yj . 
(2) It follows from C.R.T. that there exists, for each j in J, some dj 
in 0 such that d3 = 1 (mod Pj) and dj = 0 (mod Pi) for all i fj. Put - 
w = CJEJ djzj . Then, for each j, % = Gj # 0 # yw and 3 = zj2 = 0 in 
kj . Hence w2 = y is in the radical of 0 and xw, yw are units. 
(3) Put x = w - (w2/2(xw)) x. Th en z is the required isotropic vector. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let x, y, z be three i-isotropic vectors in L with xx = usi = yx 
where u is a unit. Then theye exists u in O+(L) such that o(x) = y and u(z) = z. 
Proof. By 1.5, L = (x, z) I (x, z)‘. Write y = x + bx + w where 
b E 0 and w E (x, z)“. Then u = Tz,Wo.(zz)-l is in O+(L) and carries x to y, 
x to x. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let (x, y} and {z, w} be two i-hyperbolic pairs in L with 
xy = xw. Then there exists u in O+(L) such that u(x) = z and u(y) = w. 
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Proof. By 2.2 and 2.3, there exists u in O+(L) which carries x to z and y  
to y’ say. By 2.3, there exists r in O+(L) which carries y’ to w and z to ,z. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let x and y be two i-pure vectors with x2 = ~2. Then there 
exists (T in O+(L) such that ux = y. 
Proof. First we embed the pure vectors x and y  in the i-hyperbolic 
planes Hz and H, , respectively. Since x2 = y2, we may choose i-hyperbolic 
pairs {zZ , W,> in H, and {z, , W,} in H, properly such that x = z, + w, , 
Y = 5 + w, > and xsw, = Z,W, . By 2.4, there exists u in O+(L) such that 
~~,=~,anduw,=w,,soax=y. Q.E.D. 
Let H = HI 1 H2 1 ... I Ht be an orthogonal component of L where 
Hi is i-hyperbolic plane spanned by the i-hyperbolic pair {xi , yi}. Let a be a 
unit. We use p,(a) to denote the isometry carries xi to ax, , yi to a-ryi and 
fixes all z in HF. 
LEMMA 2.6. (i) Let (xi’, yi’} be an i-hyperbolic pair in H with 
xiyi = Xi’Yi’. Then there exists o in O(L) such that oxi = xi’ and uyi = yi’. 
(ii) Let x and y be two i-pure vectors in H with x2 = y2. Then there exists 
(T in O(L) such that ux = y. 
Proof. Let Hi’ = Oxi’ + 0~~‘. By 1.1 and 1.5, H = HI’ j- ... 1 H,’ 
where the j-hyperbolic plane Hj’ is spanned by the j-hyperbolic pair (xj’, yi’> 
with xi’yj’ = xjyj for all j = l,..., t. We choose u to be the automorphism of 
H carries xi to xj’ and yj to yi’ for all j = l,..., t. Then u is in O(L). This 
shows (i). (ii) follows from (i) directly. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let M be a sublattice of L that splits L. Then every isometry 
a: M --+ L can be lifted to L. More precisely, there exists r in O(L) such that 
7-1 M=CT. 
Proof. Apply 2.5, 2.6, and induction on dim M. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.8. We note that the isometry 0 used in 2.5 that carries x to y  
where x2 = y2 and x, y, are i-pure vectors can be chosen to be in O+(L). 
But it is no longer true in 2.6(ii), as can be seen from the following example: 
Let R[v] be the polynomial domain over real number field R with variable 
rr and let p, = r, p, = n - 1. Let 0 be the localization of R[?T] with respect 
to the complement of the principal ideal generated by p = pap, . Then 0 is a 
semilocal domain with maximal ideals p,O and pro. Let H = HI J- H, 
where Hi = Oxi + Oyi , xi2 = yi2 = 0 and xiyi = pr-1 for i = 1, 2. It 
follows from 1.13 that 1 - 4p is a unit in 0. Write (Y = (1 - 4p)-l in 0. 
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Suppose 
Xl ' =Poxl+PlYl+x2 -Y2 
and 
Yl’ = a(-(257 + l)P,X, + (271. - 3)p,y, + (27T + 1) x2 + (27r - 3)y,). 
Then Ox,’ + Oy,’ is a unimodular hyperbolic plane of H, so splits H. Let 
H = H,’ _L H,’ where Hi = Oxi’ + Oyi’, (x;)~ = (yi’)” = 0 and 
Xj’Yj’ = xjyi . Then the automorphism u on H, which carries xi to xi, ys 
to yi, i = 1,2, is in O(L). Let q be the induced isometry of o on H/H@ 
over O/PjO, j = 0, 1. It follows directly that det(u$) = (- l)i+l, so u is not 
in O*(H). 
I f  0 is a local domain then it is obvious that O(L) = O*(L). I f  L is modular 
then we can only consider the hyperbolic lattice H in 2.6(i) to be modular. 
In that case there is only one hyperbolic pair (x, y} in H. The only isometries 
on H can either carry x to LYX, y  to ay or x to ay and y  to 01-lx for some unit 01. 
In either case the isometries are in O*(L). This shows O(L) = O*(L). 
Here we have the conclusion that O*(L) is a proper normal subgroup of 
O(L) when 0 is not a local domain and L is not modular. 
LEMMA 2.8. Every element in O+(H) can be written as product of quasi- 
transvections and Pi(aa), i = l,..., t. 
Proof. Let CJ E O+(H). We use induction on t. I f  t = 1 then (r = PI(u) 
for some unit a. Suppose t > 1. Let u(xi) = xi’ and u(yJ = yi’, i = l,..., t. 
First we show that there exists l-isotropic vector x such that [xrz] = [xr’z]. 
For each p in J(1) we choose z(p) = yr . Since u E O+(H), X&J) # 0 # 
xr’z(~) in k, . For each p not in J(l), dim H(l, EL) > 2, there exists an iso- 
tropic vector z(p) in H(l, p) such that X&/J) # 0 # xx). Now we can 
apply step 2 and step 3 in the proof of 2.2. This shows the assertion. 
Now the result follows from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 and induction. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.10. (i) Every element of O+(L) can be written as product of 
isometries of the type r8rV where x, y are i-pure vectors for i = l,..., t. 
(ii) Every element of O*(L) can be written as product of i-pure symmetries 
for i = I,..., t. 
(iii) O*(L)/O+(L) g @:=, 2, . 
Proof. (1) One can check directly that Tg,z,l = ~,-1,2(lz)8y~, and 
Pi(a) = T5,+Y,Tx,+aYi * Thus (i) follows from 2.4, 2.5, and 2.9. 
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(2) Let u E O*(L) and let I = {i E J 1 det(7rri(a)) = - 1 in kj}. Then 
U’ = (&, rzz+,) u E O+(L). Hence u = (n., ~~,+,i> u’; this shows (ii). 
(3) (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. If un invariant sublattice of L contains and i-pure vector 
then it contains LQ. 
Proof. Let x be an i-pure vector in the invariant sublattice M. Since Li 
is isotropic with dim L, 3 5, we may choose an i-hyperbolic pair (y, x> 
in (x)“. By 2.5, there exists a, and us in O+(L) such that ur(x) = x + y and 
Us = x + a, so y and x are in M. Since the set {(y + “x) ] LY in O> equals 
~~0. By 2.5 again, M contains all i-pure vectors of LSi. Let w be an arbitrary 
element in LQ. If w is i-pure it is in M. If w is not i-pure then we may choose 
an i-pure vector y in L withy + w is i-pure. Hence w is in M and M contains 
LQ. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.12. If M is an invariant sublattice of L, there are idealsg, ,..., g, 
such that 
M = glLsl + g,Lg2 + *** + g,L”“, (2.4) 
w&i-e gl ,..., gt are uniquely determined and are given by 
gt = s;l(ML”) i = I,..., t. (2.5) 
IfL =L, _L **. IL, is a canonical splitting then 
and 
M =& J- *-- IgtLt (2.6) 
g&i: $1 _c gj , 1 < i,j < t. (2.7) 
Proof. See [7, Satz 21 or by applying the same proof of [3, 2.31 one can 
prove it. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.13. Since the ideals g, ,..., g, characterize the invariant sub- 
lattice M completely, we shall often write M = (gl ,..., gt). 
If X is a nonempty subset of L, we denote by Z(X) the smallest invariant 
sublattice containing X. It is the intersection of all invariant sublattices 
containing X and is also given as the set of 
Qx) = lz aiui(xi) I at in 0, ui in O(L) and xi in X I 
. (2-8) 
We note that U(X) = 2(X). 
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LEMMA 2.14. Let X be a nonempty subset of L and let g, = a;‘(XLQ) for 
i = l,..., t. Then 
4X) = kl Y-*-9 ‘43). (2.9) 
Proof. Similar to [3, 2.41. Q.E.D. 
3. ORDERS AND TABLEAUS 
We use 8 to denote -& 1 and 6, (or simply 6) to denote the mapping carrying 
x to 6x for x in L. Let u in O(L). We define 
oi(u) = n I((~ - 6,) LS~) (CL”‘), (3.1) 
6 
i=l ,***, t. ~~(a) is an invariant sublattice and 
oi(u) = mjn &(a - 6,) L’*) 
and (3.2) 
Ls’ = rnfx Z((u - S,)Lsi). 
We define the order of a, o(u), to be the function that assigns 
to each ordered pair of integers (a,j), 1 < i, j < t, the ideal oli(a) defined by 
0$(U) = (Oil(U),“., %t(U)). 
It follows from 2.14 and (3.2) that 
sjoii(0) = mjn Z((a - 6,) Lsi) L”. 
Let us temporarily put gi = oi(u). Then by (3.1), 
gi c LX’, for i = l,..., t, 
and since (sj: si) LSr C Lsj, 
(v Si) gi c gj , for i,j = l,..., t. 
I f  we put gij = oii(u), these conditions can be restated as 
Condition (2.7) leads to 
gjj C (Sj: Sj), 
(Sk: %I gij c gki * 
gijtsj: sk) c gik * 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let u in O(L). Suppose oi(u) = l((u - 6,)L”i) and U*(U) = 
E((u + 8,) LQ) for some choice of 6 = fl. Then oii(u) = si: sj . 
Proof. It follows from (3.2) that Lsj = Z((u - 6,)Lsj), whence by (3.4), 
(si: s,) L”J C oi(u) and (Q: si) C o,(u). The lemma now follows from (3.5). 
Q.E.D. 
We put eij(e) = g,, as above. It follows from 3.1 and the identity 
((u - 8,) 4 Y = &(u - 8,) r> (4 
that 
s,g,j = sjgjj * (3-B) 
Let g be a mapping from the pairs of integers (i,j) with i, j = l,..., t, 
into the set of ideals of 0. Write gu for the image of (i, j) under g. Then g is 
called a tableau (for L) if it satisfies conditions (3.5), (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8). If 
g is a tableau, gi will denote the invariant sublattice g, = (gil ,...,git). 
By what we have proved above, the order o(u) of any element a in O(L) is a 
tableau. 
The set of tableaus (for L) is partially ordered by defining g < h ifg,, C hii 
for all i,j = l,..., t. 
Let G be any nonempty subset of O(L). The mapping: 
(i,j)~ oi,(G) = C o,(G) 
UillG 
is the order of G, denoted by o(G). Clearly o(G) is a tableau. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let u and p be in O(L) and Eet 8, 6’ = &l. Then 
Z((up - (as’),) L”’ c Z((u - 8,) LQ) + Z((p - 6,‘) L”‘) 
and 
%b> c 44 + %(P), for i = l,..., t. 
Proof. The result follows from the identity: 
up - @‘), = (a - 6,) p + q/J - 6,‘). 
4. CONGRUENCE SUBGROUPS OF O(L) 
(3.9) 
Let g = (gd = (gij) b e a tableau. The set of all u in O(L) with o(u) <g 
is called the (general) congruence group of O(L) corresponding to g. It is 
denoted by O(L,g) or O(g) when L and g are clearly determined by the 
context. 
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Since O(g) is also characterized as the set of those u such that oi(u) Cgs for 
i=l ,*--, t, it follows from 3.3 that O(g) is closed under multiplication. Since 
(u-1 - S,)LQ = (u - 6,) ( -SLu-1) LQ = (U - 6,) D, whence o(u-l) = o(u) 
and O(g) is a subgroup of O(L). Moreover it follows from 
pup-l - 6, = p(u - S,) p-l (4.1) 
for u and p in O(L) that O(g) is actually a normal subgroup of O(L). 
The homogeneous congruence group of O(L) corresponding to g is the 
set of HO(L, g) of those u in O(L) with the property (u - IL) L8i Cg, for 
i = l,... , t, or more precisely: 
((0 - 1 L) L”) L*’ C Sjgij for all i and j. 
Again we often write HO(g) instead of HO(L, g). Clearly HO(g) C O(g), 
and one can show that HO(g) is a general subgroup of O(L), hence a fortiori 
of Ok). 
We define a third congruence subgroup, Q(L, g), to be the mixed commuta- 
tor subgroup [O(L), O(g)]. It is a normal subgroup of O(L) and the formula 
pup-q+ - IL. = (pu-‘p-1 - S,) u-l + 6,(0-l - 6,) 
with p in O(L), u in O(g), and 6 = &I, shows that Q(g) _C HO(g). 
If 0 is a local domain and L is unimodular then the congruence groups 
O(g) and O(g) coincide with the groups O(L, grl) and Q(L, gn) defined by 
Klingenberg in [9]. If 0 is the ring of all P-adic integers with P # 2 then 
our definitions of congruence groups coincide with those of Riehm in [II]. 
We use C to denote strict set inclusion. 
For a fixed tableau g we put 1, = {i 1 gid C 0 for i = I,..., t}. Define a 
relation N on I by putting i -j if i = j or g<j C (Q: sj) when i #j. By (3.8), 
N is symmetric. Let i, j, and K be distinct elements of I. If i N j and j - k, 
then it follows from (2.6) that 
g$+ C (Si: Sj) gjk C (S$: Sj) (Sj: Sk) C (Si: SJJ, 
so N is transitive. Hence N is an equivalent relation on I. We use y to denote 
the number of the equivalent classes of N on I. 
Let u in O(g). It follows from (3.2) that for each i in I(u - S,) L8i Cg, 
for one and only one value of 6 = &I ; define di(u) to be this value of 6. It is 
easy to see that d, is a surjective homomorphism from O(g) onto 2, . It is 
also easy to see that d,(HO(g)) = 1 f or a 11 i in I. Thus, HO(g) is the kernel 
of the mapping d from O(g) to 2,’ defined by A(U) = &(~))~i~~ for u in O(g). 
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THEOREM 4.1. (i) O(g)/HO(g) r 0, 2, . 
(ii) Every subgroup of O(g) that contains HO(g) is a normal subgroup of 
O(L)* 
Proof. We may assume that g is not the maximal tableau. Then the set I 
is nonempty. We need only find the image of A to prove (i). 
Suppose that Ai = -A,( u w erei#jinI.By3.1,i+j,theimageof ) h 
A is contained in &,A’, . It suffices to find, for each i in I, an element a in 
O(g) such that A,(u) = -1 for all j N i and A,(u) = 1 otherwise. 
Take a canonical splitting (1.4) and define for each i in I 
Trivially, o is in O(L). One can check that it has the required property. This 
shows (i). 
Let G be a subgroup of O(g) that contains HO(g). If o is in O(g) and 7 
is in G, it follows from (4.1) that Ai( mrl) = A+(T) for all i in I, whence 
A(oGu-1) = A(G) for all u in O(L). Since A(O(g)) is an abelian group and G 
contains the kernel of A, so G is a normal subgroup of O(L). Q.E.D. 
5. QUASITFUNSVJXTIONS 
From now on we restrict ourself to pure quasitransvections. It is easy to 
verify that the following indentities hold whenever the symbols involved are 
meaningful according to our definitions: 
T - Tv.z,Jw.~ w.z+w,h 
T Y.&A-!-W - TmJw,u; 
(T,,,,? = Ty.z.nl (for 71 in 4 
T Y.Z.AP = T rrar.Z.A = T !J.u.z.h 
vT,.z.na-l = Tw,oz.~ (for Q in O(L)) 
T - Tv.z,~ . O*uY+B.h 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
If T is a quasitransvection #lL , we can assume by (5.4) and (5.6) that it 
is of the form Ty,z,n with (x, y} a hyperbolic pair and z is a maximal vector in 
(x7 Y>“* 
Letg be a tableau. We use E(g) to denote the subgroup of O(L) generated by 
all quasitransvections T with o(T) < g. It follows from (5.5) that E(g) is a 
normal subgroup of O(L). Since Ty,z,n = (Ty,s,&2, it follows that Ty,z,A 
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is in Q(g). Hence E(g) is contained in 9(g). We will show later that 
Q(g) = J%9* 
LEMMA 5.1. Let T = T,,,z,h be a pure quzsitransvection of type (i, j). Then 
for k = l,..., t, o,(T) = Z((T - lL) LQ), i.e., T is in HO(o(T)). Moreover 
o,(T) = [Asi], and ifg is a tableau, o(T) <g ;f and only if [Asi] -Cgij . 
Proof. The first part of the lemma follows from 2.10, (3.3) and defini- 
tions. We only have to prove the second part. It follows from the definition 
that 
Hence 
(T - 1 L) LSK = X(yL’“) z + h(zL+=) y. 
o,(T) = A@,: si) si)LS’ + A@,: sj) si) L”‘. 
It follows from 2.13 that o,(T) = [&J. Put g = (gk) = (gkl) where 
k, 1 = l,..., t. By (34, [Asi] Cgij if and only if [Asi] Cgj, . Hence 
ok(T) C (S~Z s<) gijL’* + (S~Z Sj) gjiLs’ 
C (s.k: si) gi + (s*: sj) gj 
_cg,. 
This finishes the proof. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let T be an (i, j)-qusitransvectiun. Then for k = I,..., t, 
~ik( T) = ~fj( T) (Sj: ok). 
Proof. By (3.7), o&T) (s,: So) C o&T). For the converse it will be shown 
that oi(T) C o,,(T)LQ, from which the lemma follows by (1.6) and (2.6). 
If T = Tu.s.~ with y is i-pure isotropic and x is j-pure vector, then X is in 
s;‘o~,( T) = S&~(T). Then by using oji(T) L’i C LS* we find that $Rr2(xy) y 
is in oij( T) L8* if x is in L*t. Similarly h&y) z and A(xz) y are in ois( T) L8* for 
x in LQ, and so the result follows. Q.E.D. 
6. GWBATORS OF THR CONGRUENCE SUBGROUPS 
From now on we assume that g = (gi) = {gii} is a tableau where 
gi =gtl]si J- *-. J- gi,L8t is an invariant lattice for i = l,..., t. 
Let (x, y} be an i-hyperbolic pair and let a be a unit in 0. We use Plo,Ja) 
to denote the mapping that carries x to ax and y to a-ly and fixes every 
element in (x, y>“. It is easy to see that Pt&a) is in O(g) (or HO(g)) if and 
only if a - 6 is in gii (or a - 1 is in gdi , respectively). We write P, instead 
of P{z,y)(a) if {x, y> is clearly determined. 
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We also assume that L has a canonical splitting (1.4) L = L, J-. . .1. L, where 
L, is isotropic for all i. For each i, we choose and fix an i-hyperbolic plane Hi 
that is spanned by the i-hyperbolic pair {xi, yi} such that Li = Hi 1 Mi . 
For any unit a, we use P,(u) to denote P~,i,,i~(a). Furthermore, we put 
H = HI j- ... J- Ht and M = MI 1 ... 1 Mt. For any OL = 
(a, >‘*a, at) E X,“,lU, we use PH(a) (or P(a)) to denote the mapping 
Pl(4 . ’ . P,(a,). In this section we will determine generators of certain 
congruence groups of O(L). M ore precisely, we will represent an element in 
HO(g) as product of quasitransvections and P(a) in HO(g). 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Suppose {x, y} and (x’, y’} are two i-hyperbolic pairs with 
[xy’] = [SJ = [x)-j, xy = xj’, and x - x’ and y - y’ are in gi . Then there 
exists an element p in E(g) such that p(x’) = ax and p(y’) = a-ly where 
a = (y . x’) (xy)-l. 
Proof. By 1.9 we may choose an orthogonal basis (zU} for (x, y}” and 
suppose that 
x’ = ax + by + Cc,,zu 
If for each p, z, is of type V(P), then c,, is in gi,,(,) . If d, = -(x’y)-1 c, , 
an application of 5.1 proves that 
Tu = Tv.t,,d, is in E(g). 
Thus pr = n, T, is in E(g), and it follows from straightforward computation 
that pl(x’) = ax. 
Now h( y’) - y’ is in gd , [pl( y’) * x] = [pl( y’) . pr(x’) a-‘] = [si], and thus, 
proceeding as above we may find an element pz in E(g) that carries p,(y’) 
into (y) and leaves x fixed. The product p = pap1 is the required mapping. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let g be a tableau such that g,, is contained in R for all i, 
and suppose Dis in HO(g). Then there exists some p in E(g) and PH(a) in HO(g) 
such that a = P&) p. 
Proof. We first observe that for each i, gi, is contained in R, so 1 + gti 
is a subgroup of U by 1.12. 
The proof is by induction on M. If dim M = 0 then the result follows from 
6.1, so we may assume Mj # 0, say. Let z be an i-pure vector in Mi with 
.za = usi where u is a unit. Let xi yi = d,s4 and let w = XI + (u/2dJ yi - X. 
Then Tw(Xi + (u/2d,) ~6) = Z. Put x = r,(Xi) and y = T,(Y~), (x, y) is an 
i-hyperbolic plane containing a. By 6.1, there exists pI in E(g) and Pt,,,)(a,) 
in HO(g) where ay’(Xdyi) = (uz) y such that or = Ptz,vi(aI) * fr . CI carries x 
to x and y toy. Hence or carries z to z. 
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Now we only have to show that Pl&ar) can be represented as a 
product of isometries of the required type. Let xi’ = P(2,V)(u1) (xi) and 
yi’ = %&I) (rib Th ese two i-hyperbolic pairs {xi , yi} and {xi’, yi’} satis- 
fies the conditions of 6.1, apply 6.1, there exists pa on E(g) such that 
Ptzi,,~(~;‘) . pz . Pt.&a, carries xi to xi and yi to yi). One can see easily that 
the mappings Ptzi,,Ja;‘) and P~z,y~(uJ are in O((xi ,yi , z)) and pz can be 
chosen to be in O((xi , yi , z)). Therefore P+,il(a;l) p2P~2,1/~(a,) carries z 
to z and so Ptz,V)(u,) = P+arp~(uz) . p;‘. The result now follows from 
induction. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let g be a tableau and let gii be an ideal of 0 that is not con- 
tained in R. Suppose {x, y} and {x’, y’} me two i-hyperbolic pairs with xy = x’y’, 
and x - x’, y  - y’ ure in gi = g,,L, J- 1.. I gitL, . Then there exists p in 
E(g) such that (p(x’) y) (xy)-l is a unit. 
Proof. Let {z,} be an orthogonal basis of (x, y)” where z, is a &)-pure 
vector with z,,~ = 3/p for all p. Write x’ = ax + by + Zc,z, where (a - l), 
b are in gii and c, is in gi,“tU) for all CL. Recall that {Pj 1 j E J} is the set of all 
maximal ideals of 0 and 7rj is the canonical map from 0 to the residue class 
field kj = O/Pj . Let I = (j E J 1 ~~(a) = O}. If I = + then a is a unit, we 
are done by 6.1. Assume I # 4. For each j in 1, rrj(u) = 0 and (a - 1) is in 
gii implies gii is not contained in Pj . We may choose, by C.R.T., some h in 
gii which is not in Pj for all j in I. Let T = Ty,13dUzp,A(zY)-1 in E(g) where all 
the dU’s in 0 are doing to be determined later. Write t(x’) = ax + by’ + .&‘.z, 
where b’ = b - X(&d,y,) (xy)-l - 2-1A2u(ZdN2~U) (xy)-I. Since x’ is an 
i-maximal isotropic vector, for each j in J, rj(x’) # 0 in L(j), so either 
rj(b) # 0 or ~~(c,,) f 0 for some p with V(P) = i. By C.R.T. again, we may 
properly choose d, such that nj(b’) # 0 for all j in I. 
Since dim Li 3 3, we may assume z1 is i-pure. Choose d in 0 such that 
a’ = a - hdc,y,(xy)-l - 2-lh”(d2yIb’) (xy)-l is not in Pi for all j in J a’ is a 
unit by 1.13. Let T’ = T,,zI,dA in E(g). Then (T’(T(x’)) . y) (xy)-1 = a’ is a 
unit. 
THEOREM 6.4. HO(g) n O+(L) is generated by all P,(u) in HO(g) and 
E(g)- 
Proof. Suppose gii C R for all i = l,..., t; then it follows from 6.2 that 
HO(g) = HO(g) n O+(L) which is generated by P,(u) in HO(g) and E(g), 
so it is done. We assume that gii is not contained in R for some i. Let u be an 
element of HO(g) n O+(L). W e assert that there exists some Pi(a) in HO(g) 
and p in E(g) such that Pi(u) pa 1 Li = identity. Then the result will follow 
from the induction on t. 
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Let us prove the assertion. Let a be an i-pure vector in Mi . Choose an 
i-hyperbolic plane (x, y) that contains z. Apply 6.1, 6.3, and the last part of 
the proof of 6.2 on the i-hyperbolic pairs (x, y} and {ax, uy}, it follows that 
there exists some P,(ul) in HO(g) and p1 in E(g) such that p,(ar) plo / (x, y} = 
identity, especially P,(ul) p&z) = x. It follows from induction on 
dim Mi that there exists some P,(+) in HO(g) and pa in E(g) such that 
u’ = P,(as) psu 1 n/ri = identity. 
We write u’(q) = axi + byi + z where a - 1, b are in g,, and z is in 
gi n L,O. Let I = (j E J 1 ~~(a) = 0 in kj}. We assert that if P,, contains gii 
or P, contains Cjzi (si: sj) (si: si) then p is not in I. The first assertion follows 
from 1.12. While the second one follows from the assumption that u is in 
O+(L). Because if nU(u) = 0 then ~~(a’) has determinant - 1 in k, and hence u 
is not in O+(L), which is a contradiction. 
Fix some j in 1, it follows from the first assertion and C.R.T. that there 
exists some h in gii such that nV(h) = 1 if v  = j and 0 otherwise. It follows 
from the second assertion that we may choose w in (xi , y&O properly such 
that T = T zi,w,AS;l in E(g) has the property that r,,((Tu’(q * yi) s;l) # 0 for 
all p not in I and p # j. It follows from the induction on the order of the 
set I that there exists some T’ in E(g) such that (T’u’(x,) y,) syl is 
a unit. Apply 6.1; there exists Pi(u) in HO(g) and p in E(g) such that 
(P,(u) p) (T’u’) 1 (xi , yi) = identity and hence (Pi(a) p) (T’u’) 1 Li = identity. 
Now the result follows from the induction on t. Q.E.D. 
LetL =L, I ..* 1 L, be a canonical splitting of L and let I be a subset 
of {l,..., t}. We define L(I) = lisl L, and 5, = lL(,) 1 (-l)L(I)o . It is 
easy to see that [r in O(L), [r = ll. when I = (l,..., t} and & = -lL when 
I =$A 
The following corollary follows from Theorem 6.4 and definition directly. 
COROLLARY 6.5. O(g) n O+(L) is generated by all P,(u) in HO(g), E(g) 
and 5, in O(g) n O+(L). 
7. MIXED COMMUTATOR SUBGROUPS Q(g) 
LEMMA 7.1. Let {x, y} be an i-hyperbolic pair and let a be a unit with a - 1 
in gii . Then P~z,2/~(u2) is in E(g). 
Proof. Let z be an i-pure vector in (x, y)” and define b in sF1gdi by 
a = 1 + bz2/2. Choose T1 = Ty,z,h where h = (xy)-l(l - a-‘). Next 
T, = T,*,,,,-, where 
x’ x x - a-12 - 2-'&(xy)-1 ,$y 
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and 
z’ = z + a-l(xy)-1 z2y. 
Finally T3 = T3c,e,ab . One can check that P{z,y}(a2) = T,T,T, by straight- 
forward computation. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let T = Tzi.,,+ be an (i, j)-pure quasitransvection in O(L) 
where zj = x, OY yj for i, j = l,..., t. Let r = P+,~(cY) be in HO(g). Then 
rTvlT-l is in E(g). 
Proof. r is in HO(g) if and only if c1- 1 is in g,, . We only have to 
prove the case zi = xi since the other cases can be done similarly. 
0 = TTT-~T-J = T,(,,),.(,o,~T,~.~,,-~ 
u = 1 if i, j # h. Otherwise cr = Ts,,,,,c, A(a--l) by (5.2). The result now follows 
from 5.1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let a: be a unit with 01 - 1 = /3 in g,, . Suppose {x, y} and 
(x’, y’} are two i-hyperbolic pairs such that either [xy’] = [si] OY [x’y] = [Q]. 
Then P(z,,j(~) * P(r,,y,)(cy-l) is in E(g). 
Proof. Since P(z,v~(~) = P(Uz,U-ly)(~) f or any unit u, we may assume, 
without loss of generality x’y = si = xy; the another case [xy’] = [si] can be 
done similarly. Write x’ = x + uy + z where z is in (x, y)“. Let 
Tl = T,,,,,;l in E(L). Th en Tl(x’) = x and Tl( y’) = y”. Since y”x = So ,
y” = bx + y + w where w is in (x, y)“. T, = T2,w-s;1 carries x to x and i 
y’ toy. Let T = P(,&oL). Then 
P(3F,yl(~) . P~3c~,y~~((u-1) = T(T;~T;%-‘T~T~) 
= (TT,-%-~T,) ( T,-‘(TT,-‘+T,) TJ. 
The result now follows from 7.2 and (5.5). 
LEMMA 7.4. Let {x, y} and {x’, y’} be two i-hyperbolic pairs. Then there 
exists u = T~,z,ATy,zo.v in E(L) where z, w are in (x, y)” such that 
[a(x’) . y] = [x . y] OY [u( y’) . x] = [x . y]. 
Proof. Similar to 6.3. 
LEMMA 7.5. Let (x, y} and {x’, y’} be two i-hyperbolic pairs. Suppose 01 is a 
unit with M - 1 in gii , then P(o.v)(ol) Ptr,,y*)(~M1) is in E(g). 
Proof. By 7.3, we may assume [x’ . y] # [xy] # [x . y’]. By 7.4, there 
exists (T = TIT2 where Tl = T,,,,, and T, = TV,,., are in E(L) such that 
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[0(x’) . y] = [x . y]. Let 7 = P{z,y)(ar), T’ = P~o~,y,l(ol-l) and T” = 
%d,,,, (a-l). Then TT ’  = Tu-~uT’u-~u = TdT’U = (76+‘U) (dTT”U). The 
result now follows from 7.2 and 7.3. 
LEMMA 7.6. Let {x, y} be an i-hyperbolic pair. Suppose x and w are two 
i-pure vectors in (x, y>“. Then 
(7.1) 
where y = z2/w2, v = (24~~) {z - (2(xw)/w2) w} and 
u = (I/y) (v - 2-W;‘w). 
Proof. It can be derived from [3, 3.23, p. 181. 
LEMMA 7.7. If & is in O(g) then u = &T,&~T,~ is in E(g) for all TV in 
O(L)* 
Proof. If L is modular then 5, = 6, , so the lemma is trivial. We may 
assume that t > 1. Suppose z is an i-pure vector with z? = a-4, where a is a 
unit. Since -lL is in the center of O(L), U = (-51) TZ(-{;l) T;l = 
[,*T~~;?T~~ where I’ ’ is the complement of lin {l,..., t}. Hence we may assume, 
without loss of generality, that i is not in 1. 5, can be represented as product of 
j-pure symmetries where j is not in I. In order to prove u in E(g) it suffices to 
show that T = T~‘T~T~‘T~ is in E(g) for all j-symmetry Tz’ where j is not in I. 
If either gii or g,, equals 0 then the result follows from 7.7. We may assume 
neither gii nor gi, is 0. Choose a canonical splitting L = L, 1 ..a 1 L, such 
that z and x’ are contained in Li J- Lj and L, = H, 1 Mk where Hk is a 
K-hyperbolic plane spanned by the K-hyperbolic pair {x, , yk} for K = i, j. 
By 6.2, there exists some p in E(g) and unit ai , clj with oli - 1 ing,, and 01j - 1 
in gjj such that u = P{~~,~>(~i) P~,+,,~(q) p. One can check that CQ - 1 and 
LX~ - 1 are in (si: si) (si: Si). We may assume, without loss of generality, that 
xiyi = si and xj yj = sj . Let a;’ = 1 + b a w h ere as, = csj and bsj = dsi for 
c, d in 0. Choose Tl = T3F.+c~j.ay.--Yj.bs-1 , and T2 = Tvi.Z1,-O.abcs~l and 
T ,  = T3ii,v,,a-ltq1 . By 3.1 and 5.1, ?‘i is ‘in E(g) for i = I, 2, 3.‘It ~0110~s 
from computation that 7 = T~T~T~P{,l,~‘~(~i) carries xi to xi and yi to yi . 
Thus ~P+,~d4 (4) = Hj and ~P+g(c~j) = %,.&%) where & - 1 is 
in gij . Let 0 be the spinor norm on O+(FL). One can check that 
h’(~P~~~,~,~(~lj)) = 1. Hence pi is a square. The result now follows from 7.1. 
LEMMA 7.8. Let u be an element of O(L) and let 
I,(i,6)=(j~J(i)jn,~(det(u))=6} fori=l,...,t and S=&l. 
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(i) If I,(i, S) # 0 for 6 = *l &YZ. u is not in O*(L) and 
(u - 6) L”i = LQ. 
(ii) If 7 E O(L) with I,(i, 6) = I,(& S) for all i and 6 then UT E O+(L). 
Proof. The results follows from definitions and direct computation. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.9. Let a! = {q ,..., a,) E Xi=,TJ. Suppose PH(a) E Q(L). Then 
PI&) E Jw). 
Proof. We use induction on t. If t = 1 then the lemma follows from 7.1. 
Suppose t > 1. For each j > 1, 7r1j(Pi(ui)) = 1 on L(1, i) for all i in J(l), 
so g1 is a square in kc for all i in J(l), a, can be written as b2 + c where b is a 
unit and c is in &r (sr: sj) (si: sr). Thus we may choose two isotropic vectors 
x and w in li>r Hi such that wx = -c(~ryr). Let T1 = T~I+w,c21,.z,a;l~~~yl)-l 
and T2 = Ty,z,-a-~(z~,l)-~ . Then Tr , T, are in E(L) and P,(b-2) T,T,P,(a) = 
ni>, P,(u,). Now the result follows from 7.1 and induction on t. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.10. G(g) = E(g). 
Proof. E(g) c Q(g) is obvious. G(g) C E(g) follows from 2.9, 6.5, 7.2, 
7.3, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 7.8, and 7.9. Q.E.D. 
8. DETERMINATION OF NORMAL SUBGROUPS 
If H is a nonempty subset of O(L), let G(H) stand for the smallest normal 
subgroup of O(L) that contains H. If H = {u} is a singleton, we use G(o) 
instead of G({u}). 
From now on the assumption that the residue class field k, contains more 
than three elements for all j in J and dim L, > 5 are in force. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Let T be a pure quasitrunsvection of type (i, j) where 
i # j. Then G(T) contains all pure quasitransvections T’ with o( T’) < o(T) and 
of type (i, k) for my K, 1 < K < t. 
Proof. Suppose {x, y} is an i-hyperbolic pair such that T = T3c,z,n with 
z a j-pure vector in Ho where H = (x, y). We use P, instead of PtzJol) 
for all unit 01. 
Step 1. Suppose T’ = T 
T’ = PUBTP$ in G(T). 
r,z,paA where ~1 is a unit. Then P,z is in Q(L) and 
F or any unit CL, there exists a unit v such that 
Y = (P/V) + (42) is a unit. Then TV can be written as p = ya - (P/v)~ - (v/2)2. 
Thus G(T) contains all Tz,z,WA for all unit p. Suppose b] C 0, we choose a 
unit v with v + p a unit. Then Tz,z,~A = T3c,s,-,,vT~,z,~u+v),, is in G(T). 
4W3711-11 
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Step 2. Suppose T’ = T3c*,z,,n with (z’)~ = z2. Let {x’, y’} be an i-hyper- 
bolic pair with x’x’ = z’y’ = 0. By Witt’s theorem there exists a in O+(L) 
such that ax = z’ and ox = x’. Thus T’ = aTa+ is in G(T). 
Step 3. Let {x’, y’} be a j-hyperbolic pair in (x, y, z)‘. Then T3c,z+z~,A 
and Tz,Z+g*.~ are in G(T). It follows from (5.2) that T3C,Z,,h and Tz,y,,A are in 
G(T). BY (5.2) and step 1, Tw,+vv,,~ is G(T) for all v in 0. Since [sj] = 
{(x’ + VY’)~ / v is in O], by step 2, G(T) contains all (i, j)-quasitransvections 
with orders <o(T). 
Step 4. Let T’ = T,s,,,,, be an (i, k)-quasitransvection with order 
<o(T). By 5.1, p = AV with v is in sj: sd . Thus VX' is in Lsj. Choose an j-pure 
vector w in Lsj with w + vz’ is pure of type j. Then T’ = Tz~,W,-UTz~,W+Vz~~,, is 
in G(T). The result now follows. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 8.2. Let T be an (i, i)-pure quasitransvection. Then G(T) 
contains all (i, k)-quasitransvections with orders <o(T). 
Proof. The proof of 8.1 is applicable here except step 3, since (x, y)” 
may have no i-isotropic vector, so we will give another proof of step 3 in 8.1 
as follows. 
Choose a unit p such that oi = 1 + @ki and z + &ki are units. By step 1 
and 2 and 7.1, P,s is in G(T). Let m = T,,,,,, ;I be an (i, i)-quasitransvection. 
Then u’ = Pm2TPs1T-1 = TE,w,AU(2+UAsi) is n G(T). This proves step 3 and 
hence the result follows. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 8.3. Let {x, y} be an i-hyperbolic pair and suppose 
R = Tz.z,J,,w,v - Then G(T) contains all pure quasitratzsvections that have 
order <o(T) and type (i, j), 1 <j < t. In particular, if (z+} is an orthogonal 
basis for (x, y)” and x = &,z, , y = Z&z, , then all of the quasitrausvections 
T z,Zk.llak and Ty.zk.vB, are in GW 
Proof. We may assume that z and w are in (x, y)“, and (xy)-l = h. 
Step 1. Let us first show that TV,,,, is in G(T) if w is a pure vector. Let 
w’ be an i-pure vector in (x, y}” such that wr = w if w is i-pure and w/w = 0 
otherwise. Let (w’)~ = a. 
Let b any unit and 01 = Tz,Q~,6A . Then 
P = 07 0 = Two.--YTw,ow,v E G(T). 
Put c = -2(ab)-1 and define u’ = TV,,,,, . A straightforward computation 
shows that a(y) = (-g&J U’(X) and U(W) + c(ww’) o(y) = u’(Bw’) where 
6 = 1 if ww’ = 0 and S = -1 if w = w’. Since the mapping TO,,,,, is not 
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changed if uy is replaced by ay + c(ww’) a(y), we see that it is equal to 
T o’(d.O’(ad,--fvAab~ * The conjugate of p-l by (o/)-l is 
T, = Te.6w -wabJwLv E GCT). . I 
Now apply a similar procedure to T;l to show that 
for any units c and d. Thus 
and so if d is chosen so that 1 - d2 is a unit, it follows that T,,,,, is in G(a) 
by 8.1 and 8.2. 
step 2. Let =k = Tee+,+ and Tk = &+vs, - Then T  = (nk ukk) (nk Tk)* 
We try to show that 7k are in G(T) since this result can then be applied to T-l 
to show that G(T) also contains the ok . So consider a fixed ri # I= . 
Step 3. Let (J be the mapping that carries z, to --z, and x’ to z’ for all z’ 
in (a&“. Then 0 is in O(L). Consider 7 = T,,,,,(uT-%+T) T,& = 
T z,zj,2uaj T y,z,,tifl, in G(T). The result now follows from step 1. 
LEMMA 8.4. Suppose O(U) = g and p is a maximal element of gi, . Then 
there exists 7 in G(u) and an i-hyperbolic pair {x, y} such that pj is contained in 
(T(X) - 6x) L8j and [T(X) y] = si = [T(X) y + S]. 
Proof. Suppose ((u - 6) LQ) LQ = g,sj . First we show that there exists 
an i-hyperbolic pair {x, y} such that pi is contained in (u(x) - 6x) Lsj. It 
follows from definition of order that there exists an i-pure vector z such that 
c~sj is contained in (o(z) - 6%) L Q. Choose an i-hyperbolic pair (x’, y’) in 
(z)O. If  p is contained in either (a(~') - 6x’) L8j or (u( y’) - Sy’) L*j then the 
assertion is proved. Otherwise put x = z + x’ + hy’ where h = -&(x’y’)-l x2, 
and y  = y’. Then {x, y> is the required i-hyperbolic pair. 
Next we shall show that x, y  may be chosen properly to satisfy 
K4Yl = bil = bJX)Y + 61 (8.1) 
I f  gi, is contained in R then (8.1) holds by 1.12. Assume gii is not contained 
in R. Let {z,,} be an orthogonal basis in (x, y)” and let T = T,,,,,;l where 
‘2 = zapzu ) ol, are in 0 and are going to be determined. To(x) = 
ux + (x”(x)) s;?z - ZU(X) s;lx - $zp(xu(x)) sT2x. Since US is i-pure isotropic 
vector, z-“(ax) # 0 in L(i, V) for all Y in J. We may choose ol,, properly by 
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C.R.T. such that 7rV( Tu(x) y) . n;(( Tu(x) + 6x) y) # 0 for all Y in J. Hence 
[(Tu(x)y) = [si] = [(Tu(x) + 6x)y]. By 1.12, let T = TUT-~ in G(u). Then 
$FY = T~T-W Y W4 . Y and (T(X) + Q)) y = (T+) + a(x)) Y. 
[T(X) y] = [(T(X) + 6(x)) y] = [So]. On the other hand 
TUT-+) - 6(x) = T(u - 6) T-l(x) and hence (TUT-~) (x) - S(x)) L8j = 
(U - S) (x)Lsj. We are done. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 8.5. Suppose o(u) = g. Then G(U) contains E(g). 
Proof. It suffices to show that G(u) contain all (i, j)-quasitransvections 
with order <g. It follows from 8.1 and 8.2 that we only have to show that for 
any maximal element p in gij , G(u) contains an (i, j)-quasitransvection T with 
o,,(T) Z [p] for all i, j, 1 < i, j < t. By 8.4, we may assume, without loss of 
generality, that there exists an i-hyperbolic pair (x, y} such that [U(X) y] = 
[sJ = [(u(x) + 6(x))y] and [I1si] C (U(X) - 6(x)) LSf. Write U(X) = ax + by + z 
wherea-& bEgi(, x ~g, n (x, y)” and a, a + 6 are units. 
We try to write (T as a product of certain standard mappings, Let xy = d-l. 
We use P, instead of Pt&a). If p’ = UP;’ than it is easy to see that 
p’(x) y = xy whence p’(x) = x + /3y + w for suitable p in gii and w in 
(x, y)” n L”i. Put T, = Ty,w,d and p” = T;‘p’. Then p”(x) = x and let us say 
p”(y) = a’x + y + w’. Let T, = Tz,w,,a and p = T;lp”. Then p 1 (x, y) = 
identity, p((x, y)O) = (x, y)O and u = T,T,pPa . 
Let (Y be a unit and let 7 = T,(P, , u-l) T;’ in G(u). Then r = 
T ~,w,d(ar--l)T~,Z,d(or-l,--l) E G(U). Choose /3 properly such that /3 - 1 is a unit. 
If p is in oij(~) the proposition follows by 8.3. So assume p is not oij(~). Now it 
follows from the last part of 8.3 that T,T, is in G(a) whence 
To =Ppa is in G(u)- 
Let y = a - 6, we contend that it suffices to show that G(u) contains all 
(i, i)-quasitransvections T with oii( T) C [‘I. Note that ((a - 6) x) L*J con- 
tains p by virtue of the identity 
u f  8, = TyT&o + s,) + W”,Tn - 1~) (8.2) 
and the assumption that p is not contained in [[T,Tz - lL) Lsi) L*J. If i = j 
then the contension is trivial. If i # j let /I be a generator of si: Sj and let 
a,, w, be pure vectors of type i and j, respectively. The contension then 
follows easily from 
and 8.2 since y/Ids, contains p for some /3 in sl: sj . 
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Let us prove the contension. We consider (TV++, uO) = T~+~T~-I~+~~ = 
~~~~~~~~~~ = Paz in G(o). Let x’ be an i-pure vector in (x, JJ)“. Then 
T’ = P,aTn,r,,aP>lT;,t,,d = T3e,z,,d(o~-I) is in G(a). Since [(u” - l)] = 
[(a - S) (a + S)] = [a - S] = [y] by the choice of a. Hence o,,(T’) = [‘I. 
The result now follows from 8.2. Q.E.D. 
MAIN THEOREM 8.6. Let 0 be a semilocal domain with residue class fields 
containing more than three elements and not of characteristic 2. Let L be a lattice 
over 0 with canonical splitting L = L, 1 *** J-L, where L, is isotropic with 
dim LI > 5 for all i. Suppose G is a subgroup of order g. Then G is a normal 
subgroup of O(L) if and only if 
E(g) C G C O(g). 
Proof. Apply 7.8 and 8.5. 
THEOREM 8.7. Let G be a normal subgroup of O(L). Then the center of G, 
Z(G), is contained in {&I). 
Proof. Let B be an element of Z(G). First we show that uz = (8,) x for 
all z, where 6, = fl. By 8.6, there exists Tz,s,h in G. Thus T,,,,, = 
~T,,,,Au-~ = Tor,oz,~ for all isotropic vector x in (z)‘, u’x C z, so uz = 6,x. 
If z # w then u(z + w) = (S,,,) (z + w) = (6,) z + (6,) w and hence 
6, = s,,, = 6,. 
The following corollary follows from the theorem and definitions directly. 
COROLLARY 8.8. (a) 2(0(L)) = (+I}. 
(b) 2(0+(L)) = {&l} if and only if dimL, is enen for all i = l,..., t. 
(c) Z@(L)) = {&I} if and only ;f dimL, is even for all i = l,..., t and 
dL is a square. 
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